Maglič - Bioč - Volujak

Mountan range comprising the mountains Maglić(2338), Bioč(2397) and Volujak(2336)
stretches in the north-western part of Montenegro, making a natural border between
Montenegro and Bosnia and Herzegovina. In the heart of these mountains in the north-west, at
an elevation of about 1500masl Trnovačko Lake is located and it can be used as a base for
many ascents in the surrounding rocks. In these mountains there are some of the highest rocks
in Montenegro. These rocks were systematically covered at several rock&alpine climbing
camps, run in the period from 1949 to 1956, when the largest number of routes was ascended
as well. Unfortunately, since then, there are almost no data on rock&alpine climbing activity in
these rocks.
Within this group of mountains we are going to present Mt Trnovacki Durmitor, too, which is
situated among these three massifs and represents a separate entity.
How to Get There

From the Montenegrin side, the best starting point for all climbs and tours in these mountains is
the town of Plužine, about 140 kms away from Podgorica, and then one should continue further
on towards the Mratinje village, the Stabna village and Trnovacko Lake. The road from the
town of Plužine, which is located on the main road Nikšić-Plužine-Foča, leads to the Stabna
village. When going from the direction of Nikšić, before the bus station in Plužine, one should
turn left into the town. Then one should follow a wide street leading on one's left-hand side. Its
extension is also a road leading past Pivsko Lake to the Stabna village along the Vrbnica River.
The road is passable for all vehicles. Mratinje village can also be reached along the main road
Nikšić-Plužine-Foča. From the direction of Nikšić one should go past Plužine, and continue
along the main road leading along Pivsko Lake. When the dam is reached, one should cross it.
At the very end of dam there is a tunnel in which the crossroads to the Mratinje village is located
as well. One should enter the tunnel which is marked with a signpost and follow the road further
on. You can't miss it. The big crags in the massif of Mt Bioč can be reached fastest from the
valley of Mratinje. Trnovačko Lake can be reached from three directions. The two of these are in
the Montenegrin territory and one is in the Bosnian territory and it is the easiest one. First starts
from the Stabna village along the woody valley to Malo Stabansko Lake. From there a steeper
ascent to the big lake follows. From the lake head rightwards uphill through the pass to
Stabanjska tap. Further to the north along the slopes of Krvava brda(Bloody hills) into the
Smrekovac valley where there is a spring. One should continue along the valley to Urdeni dolovi
where there is a crossroads of the marked roads. One should follow the left road. Then the
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descent down the stony and scree-covered slopes follows. One reaches Jezerski klanac(Lake
Gorge), from where the road goes along a little wood and steep scree to Trnovacko Lake. From
Stabna village the road is a footpath. A long and gruelling approach. The other difficult approach
goes from the Mratinje village towards Carev do (Tzar's Dale) from where the trail goes steeply
downhill towards the lake. The third and the easiest approach to the lake is from the Bosnian
side, Foča-Tjentište-Dragoš sedlo-Prijevor, from where one-hour hike leads you to the lake. A
gravel road runs from Tjentište further on, and it is good and suitable for passenger cars.

Where to Sleep.

Bring your tents along. There are no mountain huts, shelters or bivouacs on these mountains-

Climbing season lasts from late spring to early autumn, but climbing is the best during the
summer months, because most rocks have the western or northern orientation.
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